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a b s t r a c t

Large-scale deployment of renewable energy sources brings new challenges for smart grid management
requiring the development of decentralized solutions and active participation of prosumer and non-
grid-owned assets. Local energy flexibility markets can help in monitoring energy flows, motivate
changes in prosumers’ energy supply and demand, achieving local energy balance, and optimization
of electricity flows. In this paper, we propose a blockchain-based decentralized energy flexibility
market enabling small-scale prosumers to trade in a peer-to-peer fashion their flexibility in terms
of load modulation concerning the baseline energy profiles. We have defined an energy flexibility
token for digitizing the flexibility of prosumers allowing to be traded on the market as an asset
and self-enforcing smart contracts for decentralized market operation including functions such as the
placement of flexibility bids/offers, trading session management, or energy and financial settlement
of energy flexibility transactions. For matching the flexibility bids and offers, a solution based on a
greedy heuristic and a bipartite graph is proposed for minimizing the number of flexibility transactions
and reducing the blockchain-associated costs, while Oracles are used to assure its secure integration
with the blockchain. The blockchain-based flexibility market was validated with the help of the Terni
city Distribution System Operator, showing promising results in enabling the self-consumption of
renewable energy generated in a small scale urban micro-grid considering live energy monitoring
data, and in assuring the local balancing of the demand side in a simulated environment considering
many market participants and historical energy data.

© 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

In Europe, the defined policies and incentives have led to
he installation of a massive number of small-scale Renewable
nergy Sources (RES) that are now connected to the energy grid.
his brings new challenges for the Distribution System Operators
DSO), to balance these variable energy sources while ensuring
he safe distribution and power quality for consumers (Prettico
t al., 2019). Nowadays, feed-in management for balancing energy
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generation (disconnecting the renewable energy source for the
grid and redisposing the load to a power plant) comes with high
economic costs and negative economic impact (Lago et al., 2021).
Moreover, in centralized management of the energy system case,
it is often difficult and costly to achieve such balance due to the
local variations of renewable energy generation paving the way
towards decentralized energy systems with bidirectional energy
flow among smaller assets and multiple prosumers (producers
and consumers) (Junker et al., 2018) and towards new local mar-
kets design. The energy systems are transitioning to cooperative
decentralized scenarios, in which peer-to-peer (P2P) coordination
among prosumers is requested to adjust the demand according
to the available generation while exploiting the local non-grid-
owned flexible loads (Cioara et al., 2020). The prosumers may
bring added value in the management of the electric grids using
their energy flexibility, however, the socio-technological frame-
work for engaging and motivating their participation as well as
for economic trading of energy flexibility is still in the early

development.
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In this context, local energy flexibility markets can help in
onitoring energy flows, motivating changes in prosumers’ en-
rgy supply and demand, achieving local energy balance, and con-
ributing to the EU goal of becoming a climate-neutral continent
y 2050 (Raveduto et al., 2020). In such energy flexibility markets,
he participants can trade their energy flexibility in advance, ad-
ust their energy profiles by leveraging on their flexibility, nego-
iate better energy prices empowering local communities to take
ontrol of their energy system, and contribute to its resilience.
s a result, more energy will be used locally thus reducing the
mount of energy to be transported on longer distances enabling
ocal optimization of electricity flows (Jansen et al., 2021). Several
ttempts have been made to stimulate individual prosumers’
ngagement in flexibility-driven Demand Response (DR), by mod-
lating their energy profiles and matching supply and demand at
he local level (Park et al., 2020; Jindal et al., 2020). Individual
ouseholds have been integrated, thanks to the recent advent of
nformation and Communication Technology (ICT) and Internet
f Things (IoT) energy metering devices, as flexible assets able to
rovide energy flexibility services. However, the potential of the
lexibility of energy consumers has not been fully exploited, due
o several reasons, including the lack of appropriate consideration
f intra-community P2P flexibility trading. Another load flexibil-
ty that could be used is the control of energy profiles by smart
cheduling of flexibility actions such as controlling the charging
f electric vehicles (EVs). The high peak consumption requested
y EVs is pushing the adoption of new decentralized strategies
o increase the local energy system’s resilience and efficiency.
owever, to enable increased levels of flexibility it is required
o improve the management of energy systems by engaging and
oordinating a larger variety of small-scale flexible prosumers.
lanning of energy balance with lower refresh rates and linking
lexibility services in local micro-grids which are characterized by
ow inertia and fast dynamic transient states may even expose the
ystem to the risk of collapse (Anwar et al., 2019; Stawska et al.,
021).
The distributed ledger technology has known a rapid increase

n the last years in terms of research development and appli-
ability in different technological domains (Pop et al., 2020c;
howdhury et al., 2019). The main reason is related to the ben-
fits that this technology brings, as opposed to the traditional
entralized management systems. Among these advantages, the
ollowing are also applying to the management energy flexibil-
ty markets such as provenance, immutability, peers’ consensus,
nd integration self-enforcing smart contracts. Provenance is the
roperty of the blockchain that allows for tracking the traded
sset through tokenization until the moment of creation in the
lockchain Sigwart et al. (2020) and Batista et al. (2021). This
roperty is ensured by the data structure used to compose the
istributed ledger, a linked list, which ensures that all the trans-
ctional data can be accessed at any time by simply iterating
hrough the blocks of the chain. Furthermore, each transaction
hat occurs in the blockchain must spend tokens that were previ-
usly received through another transaction, whose hash pointer
eeds to be specified. Consequently, it becomes very easy to track
ack the tokens to their origin in the chain. The immutability
f blockchain technology ensures that any transaction or pro-
umer monitored energy data registered in the chain will remain
nchanged and cannot be tampered by a third party (Casino
t al., 2020; Pop et al., 2019). The probability of changing a value
n a block by an attacker decreases with the number of blocks
ollowing which need to be re-hashed, requiring an immense
mount of computational power, not being feasible with the cur-
ent processors. This ensures the security of data because it makes
t impossible for an attacker to change the information contained

n transactions such as receiver of the tokens, amount of sent
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tokens, registered energy data, etc. Furthermore, the asymmetric
algorithm used for encryption ensures that a piece of data can be
signed only by the person holding the private key (Wang et al.,
2019b). This means that the only way to forge the signature
is if the private key is obtained from the holder himself. The
block replication and consensus mechanisms implemented in the
blockchain system allow for tracking all peers’ actions and vali-
dating at each point the transactional state (Wang et al., 2019c;
Pop et al., 2020b). This means that each peer node is responsible
to validate the integrity of the registered actions such as tokens
issued, bids and offers, monitored values, etc. Finally, the self-
enforcing smart contracts may encode different business rules
both at the levels of peer node level but also at the level of
the decentralized application operation (Wang et al., 2019a; Han
et al., 2020). The smart contracts are stored in the blockchain
and are enforced upon new transactions registration on the chain,
determining a state update.

To benefit from the above advantages, we propose a public
blockchain-based implementation of energy flexibility markets
for managing and balancing the local energy flexibility of non-
grid-owned energy assets by allowing individual small-scale pro-
sumers to trade their flexibility in a P2P fashion. Starting from
the existing state of the art reviewed in Section 2 several chal-
lenges have been addressed in developing such a decentralized
energy flexibility market. The first challenge is represented by
the definition of a token representing the asset to be traded, in
this case, the prosumers energy flexibility, and of a pipeline of
instructions for registering an order of the token (sell or buy
energy flexibility) in a market session. We propose a non-fungible
flexibility token based on the ERC721 standard (ERC721, 2021)
which stores specific information on available flexibility and al-
lows for the quantification of prosumers-owned flexibility tokens
in smart contracts. The pipeline of activities for registering flex-
ibility trades is managed in a decentralized manner using smart
contracts associated with each market participant, while the ses-
sion configuration and order book management is done using
session-level smart contracts replicated in all network peer nodes
for improved auditability features. The second issue is the com-
plexity of decentralized flexibility matching and clearing price
computation. The flexibility order matching algorithms are based
on heuristics that require computational complex operations such
as sorting, searching, making them costly and unfeasible to be
executed on the chain. In our approach, we have leveraged on the
concept of Oracle for allowing the integration of chain flexibility
matching solutions and we have defined matching algorithms
that allow the minimization of the number of flexibility trans-
actions among peers while still meeting the flexibility amounts,
energy profiles, and delivery interval requirements. The third
issue is the flexibility delivery tracking and financial settlement
of participants’ wallets. The tamper-proof energy monitoring and
atomicity of the settlement are mandatory to ensure the con-
sistency of the transfer between the participants involved. In
our approach market participants, smart contracts are integrated
with smart energy meters allowing the tracking of energy profiles
against the flexibility agreed in energy flexibility transactions
and implementing decentralized delivery versus payment model.
An additional issue to be addressed is market scalability. High
transactional throughput and low response time for flexibility bid
and offers matching are requested to ensure that the flexibility
orders are efficiently registered, matched, and settled. The results
in both operational micro-grid and simulation environments are
promising.

The paper brings the following contribution:

• Definition of an energy flexibility token for digitizing the
flexibility of various prosumers allowing to be traded on the

market as an asset.
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bbreviations and letter symbols.
Abbreviation Unit or term

API Application Programming Interface
BRP Balancing Responsible Party
DR Demand Response
DSO Distribution System Operators
EV Electric vehicles
HVAC Heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
ICT Information and Communication Technology
IoT Internet of Things
LV Low Voltage
P2P Peer to peer
RES Renewable Energy Sources
TSO Transmission System Operator
Eprosumer,[ts,te]
baseline Baseline energy profile of prosumer for an

interval T = [ts, te]
Xdays Number of days

Eprosumer,[ts,te]
Flex−above Energy flexibility above

Eprosumer,[ts,te]
Flex−below Energy flexibility below

Pprosumer
forecasted Prosumer predicted power profile

Pprosumer
baseline Prosumer baseline power profile

FlexibilityType Flexibility type (i.e. above or below the baseline)
[startDTime, enDTime] Delivery time interval
kWh Kilowatt-hour
bids[B] Flexibility active Bids
offers[S] Flexibility sell Offers
Price_clearing Clearing price
bidprice Flexibility bid price
offerprice Flexibility offer price
flexrequest Bid flexibility amount
flexoffer Offer flexibility amount
offersmatched Subset of matching flexibility offers
M Number of bids
N Number of offers
Cofferi
source , C sink

bidj
Graph edges specific capacities

costij Cost of sending an energy flexibility flow
Ntransaction Number of transactions

• Development of self-enforcing smart contracts for decen-
tralizing market operation functions such as the placement
of flexibility bids and offers, trading session management,
and energy and financial settlement of energy flexibility
transactions.

• Definition of algorithms for flexibility bids and offers match-
ing based on greedy heuristic and on bipartite graphs for
minimizing the number of flexibility transactions. Oracles
are used to assure their secure integration with the
blockchain-based market.

• Validation of the proposed public blockchain-based flexi-
bility market for managing the flexibility of a micro-grid
in Terni and feasibility for many trading participants us-
ing a simulation that considers monitored energy data of
prosumers in the same region.

Table 1 describes the terms and technical abbreviations used
throughout the paper.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2
resents the state of the art approaches concerning energy flex-
bility and decentralized energy markets; Section 3 defines the
nergy flexibility and the associated token, market operation
everaging on smart contracts and algorithms for flexibility bids
nd offers matching and Section 4 presents market validation re-
ults for the Terni micro-grid together with simulation results for
he integration of many participants. Finally, Section 5 presents
he paper’s conclusions and planned future work.
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2. Related work

The distributed ledger is a fast-emerging technology that can
be used for implementing decentralized, transparent, and demo-
cratic solutions for smart energy grid management (Cioara et al.,
2020; Kumari et al., 2020). It offers several benefits for grid
decentralization following ones the following ones appearing of-
ten in state-of-the-art literature: tampered registration of energy
data (Pop et al., 2019), P2P energy loads management (Esmat
et al., 2021), secure energy transactions (Wang et al., 2021), or
near real-time settlement of DR (Ellis and Hubbard, 2018), etc.
Several authors are addressing decentralized management of the
energy grid by proposing blockchain-enabled P2P energy trading
solutions (Son et al., 2020; Monroe et al., 2020). The developed
platforms allow consumers and producers to directly trade en-
ergy in a P2P network, while others are relying on a mediator to
match the trading parties (Zhou et al., 2020). In the latter case,
the matching is done by the DSO, which is a node in the net-
work, while the energy price is determined using generation and
consumption rates in the region (Andoni et al., 2019). DR manage-
ment using blockchain was proposed in Pop et al. (2020b), Ellis
and Hubbard (2018) and Saxena et al. (2021). Monitored energy
data is tamper-proof stored in by the distributed ledger, while
the actual management of expected energy profiles, program es-
tablished incentives and penalties, or the grid balancing rules are
defined using smart contracts. IoT technologies are used for smart
home management and delivery of additional ambient assistive
living services while a blockchain-based platform is proposed to
integrate with the energy system and to transact energy using
self-enforcing smart contracts (Alam et al., 2019; Lombardi et al.,
2018). It has been shown (Morstyn et al., 2019; Pop et al., 2020a)
that the blockchain could be considered as a solution to distribute
the flexibility and control in a distributed fashion in every node of
the network. New distributed ledger technology-enabled business
models that could fit the decentralized cross sectors operations
are proposed (Teufel et al., 2019). Blockchain has other applica-
tions, such as authentication of carbon emission rights (Kim and
Huh, 2020), management of IoT systems (Lee et al., 2019; Milne
et al., 2020), construction of virtual power plants (Raveduto et al.,
2020; Seven et al., 2020), and local energy systems (Yu et al.,
2018; Zepter et al., 2019). Novel applications are addressing the
integration of EV with blockchain in an energy price-aware man-
ner (Lasla et al., 2020) while considering their privacy (Danish
et al., 2020). Blockchain may as well play an important role in
improving the coordination between prosumers in community-
based settings for improving locally the balance of energy supply
and demand (Zepter et al., 2019; van Leeuwen et al., 2020). This
way energy networks will be more stable and integrated with
virtual community development targets (Raveduto et al., 2020;
Schlund and German, 2019).

Concerning the development of energy flexibility markets var-
ious mechanisms have been proposed which can be classified into
two main categories: centralized and decentralized (Zhou et al.,
2020; Guerrero et al., 2017).

Centralized markets are organized using a typical server-side
architecture and N to 1 trading models, where the DSO or the TSO
submit bids and receive flexibility offers various trading parties in
intraday or day-ahead timeframe. They are based on a quotation
model to assure flexibility trading and usually, only the system
operators can buy flexibility (Olivella-Rosell et al., 2018; Faia
et al., 2019). Such markets may be used by third parties such
as aggregators to gather either the demand side flexibility or
the supply side flexibility and provide it to the system operator
(Jin et al., 2020). In Olivella-Rosell et al. (2018) local flexibility
market is designed where the aggregator as controlling agent
manages the flexible loads of individual assets to provide ag-

gregate flexibility to DSO and BRPs for congestion management,
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ay-ahead portfolio optimization, or controlled islanding. The
rades matching process uses a multi-period minimization cost
bjective function allocating the least expensive flexibility offers
n the auction processes. An energy sharing coordinator to man-
ge the assets flexibility via a market model is proposed in Long
t al. (2018). It uses a constrained non-linear programming opti-
ization algorithm to minimize the energy costs and rule-based
ontrol for synchronizing real-time measurements with the con-
rol setpoints. Near-optimal energy cost optimization algorithms
ave been proposed for coordinating the energy trading between
mall producers in centralized markets while at the same time
olving the fair cost distribution problem by enforcing Pareto
ptimality (Alam et al., 2019). Other approaches propose the
sage of game theory such as the Stackelberg game for adding a
istributed nature to the centralized markets pricing mechanism
o assure sellers price and buyers seller selection competition
Paudel et al., 2019). In Tushar et al. (2020) game theory is
sed to define an energy trading scheme for flexible markets to
educe the total electricity demand of the customers, especially
round peak hours. A framework to integrate prosumers into
he existing centralized flexibility markets is described in Zepter
t al. (2019) and used on a stochastic programming approach for
aking decisions under uncertainty of renewables and prices. A
ocal electricity market for flexibility negotiation to assist the DSO
n congestion management is proposed in Faia et al. (2019). The
uthors propose an asymmetric action model coordinated by an
ggregator.
Most state-of-the-art literature approaches about decentral-

zed energy markets are focused on peer-to-peer energy trading
nd only a few approaches are addressing the flexibility as a
raded asset (Ellis and Hubbard, 2018; Morstyn et al., 2019).
ecentralized energy markets should operate closer to real-time,
ave no central authority, and are organized based on a mar-
et model where DSO/TSO become also trading parties together
ith the flexibility providers. In Morstyn et al. (2019) such a
arket is proposed allowing a DSO to obtain flexibility from
ompeting entities also facilitating bilateral energy transactions
o reach Pareto efficiency. Blockchain technology seems promis-
ng for developing such flexible markets and in the last years,
t gained growing interest for researchers aiming to construct
fficient, secure, and automated P2P trading models. Blockchain-
ased decentralized P2P energy trading models are analyzed and
lassified in Ali et al. (2020) into (i) infrastructure-based trading
here prosumers have a direct connection and can directly trade
nergy, (ii) ad-hoc trading, where micro-grids are integrated with
nergy producers/consumers through blockchain and (iii) large
cale energy storage based trading when energy storage facilities
dd to the prosumers and the smart grid in the list of market
ctors. Open issues for decentralized trading identified in the
esearch are related to the integration of energy sources that do
ot use smart meters, the creation of coalitions of prosumers,
nd optimization of demand response schemes through ML tech-
iques. The authors of Wang et al. (2021) propose a decentralized
nergy market that uses blockchain smart contracts and trans-
arent on-chain market clearing. They define a blockchain-based
lectricity transaction scheme for prosumers where the market
articipants can construct or adhere to sub-chains to enhance the
rading efficiency. The approach is validated and tested on the
thereum private blockchain. A decentralized P2P energy trading
latform is presented in Esmat et al. (2021). A market layer is
esigned for short-term auction using as a clearing mechanism
n Ant-Colony Optimization technique. The blockchain layer is
sed for real-time settlements through smart contracts while
ssuring the privacy and security of the participants. Electron
tartup proposed a trading platform for demand-side flexibility

ffering for grid balancing (Ellis and Hubbard, 2018). It uses
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blockchain to create incentives for all market participants and to
assure bilateral trading. In Hamouda et al. (2021) a framework
for energy flexibility trading based on blockchain is described.
The end-user marginal price is the core element of the market
model and blockchain is used to manage equitably the rates
for customers. A permissioned blockchain-based energy trading
approach is proposed in Saxena et al. (2021). It is implemented on
the Hyperledger Fabric platform, in which a decentralized ledger
is used to store the energy bids, and smart contracts are used for
executing double auction mechanisms. Since prosumer privacy is
fundamental, in Son et al. (2020) the authors propose a P2P en-
ergy trading system that uses a private Ethereum blockchain and
bids encryption for privacy preservation. Smart contracts are used
for peer matching and for performing transactions in the nodes in
a publicly verifiable manner through smart contracts. TRANSAX,
a blockchain-based decentralized energy market that uses smart
contracts implemented in the VeriSolid framework is proposed
in Eisele et al. (2020). It also tackles aspects such as market
safety and privacy. The proposed solution uses external solvers
to reduce the computational load of smart contracts logic and
a lightweight consensus algorithm to deal with the verification
of trade processes. Other approaches propose combining agent-
based modeling with blockchain for simulating and validating P2P
electricity trading in decentralized flexibility markets (Monroe
et al., 2020). The Power Ledger blockchain platform is used to
gather consumption data from households and fed as input for an
agenda-based energy trading system that can generate schedules
for the prosumers to automatically offer flexibility in the grid
considering different constraints such as renewable availability.

3. Decentralized flexibility market

The proposed blockchain-based energy flexibility market al-
lows the participants to trade their flexibility in a P2P fashion.
It facilitates the interaction of two types of market participants:
flexibility buyers and flexibility sellers (see Fig. 1). The flexibility
buyers are entities such as the aggregators, DSOs (Distribution
System Operators), or even the TSOs (Transmission System Op-
erators), while the flexibility sellers are energy prosumers that
can adjust their energy profile to deliver flexibility. The aggre-
gators can act either as flexibility buyers (i.e. buy and aggregate
flexibility from individual prosumers) or flexibility sellers (i.e. sell
aggregated flexibility on their enrolled to interested players such
as the DSO) in a specific market session. The energy flexibility to
trade is digitized using non-fungible flexibility tokens which al-
lows for the quantification of prosumers-owned flexibility tokens
in smart contracts.

The decentralized flexibility market operation is assured by
using five types of smart contracts. The interaction flow among
them is presented in Fig. 2. The market session contract creates
a new session for the buyers and sellers to register and publish
flexibility bids and offers (step 1). The buyers using their associ-
ated smart contracts publish bids specifying a flexibility request
profile, amount of flexibility for the interval, and the price (step
2a). Upon successful validation of the registered flexibility bids
(step 2b), the flexibility buyer contract will forward (step 2c) the
bid to the corresponding market session, while the contract will
continue to act as a custodian for the buyer’s deposit until the
end of the market session. The sellers will publish their flexibility
offers which are bound by their flexibility potential using their
smart contracts (step 3a). The sellers are required to generate
flexibility tokens proportional to the flexibility offer, create an
associated delivery insurance deposit (steps 3b, 3c), and only then
the sell orders are published in the market session (step 3d).

The market session smart contract at the end of the session
will trigger the matching service using the Oracle to return a list
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Fig. 1. High-level view on flexibility market participants and the defined smart contracts.
Fig. 2. Smart contracts interaction flow for decentralized flexibility market operation.
of flexibility trades (step 4). The flexibility trades are forwarded
to the delivery settlement contract (step 5a). Following the flexi-
bility transactions, the tokens are transferred from the flexibility
sellers to the flexibility buyers (step 5b). The flexibility buyers
and sellers are updated about the matched profiles that are then
evaluated in near-real-time. The unmatched orders are returned
to the smart contracts that had generated them (step 6a) to burn
the tokens (step 6b) and return the deposits made.

During flexibility delivery time, the monitored energy is sent
to flexibility seller smart contract, where the deviation is com-
puted between the flexibility order matched and the flexibility
delivered (i.e. computed as the increased/decreased energy mon-
itored towards the baseline value). The flexibility delivered will
be further reported to the delivery settlement contract. According
to the registered flexibility, if a significant deviation (i.e. over
10%) is registered, the flexibility seller is held accountable and
5273
will be required to pay a penalty (7b), otherwise, the seller will
be rewarded and the funds locked by the smart contract will be
unlocked for future use.

In the next sub-sections, we present the design of the
blockchain-based flexibility market detailing the definition of
energy flexibility tokens, the smart contracts implementation for
market operation, as well as the flexibility matching solution and
its integration with the chain using Oracles.

3.1. Energy flexibility token

We define the energy flexibility of a prosumer as a measure
of its energy profile adaptation in relation to its baseline (Vesa
et al., 2020). The baseline energy expresses the normal electricity
generated or consumed by a prosumer without participation to
DR programs. There are several state-of-the-art methods for cal-
culating the baseline energy profile most of them being based on
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veraging relevant past energy profiles. To determine the baseline
nergy profile of a prosumer for an interval [ts, te] we have

selected and averaged similar intervals from X previous days, not
including the highest and lowest profiles

Eprosumer,[ts,te]
baseline =

1
Xdays − 2

Xdays−2∑
[ts,te]∈MID(Xdays)

Eprosumer,[ts,te]
monitored (t), t ∈ [ts, te]

(1)

here Xdays represent the number of days in the past considered.
o estimate the amount of energy with which the prosumer can
ncrease or decrease its energy profile during interval [ts, te] into
he future, we define the flexibility as:

prosumer,[ts,te]
Flex−upward =

∫ te

ts
Pprosumer
forecasted (t) dt −

∫ te

ts
Pprosumer
baseline (t) dt,

if Pprosumer
forecasted (t) > Pprosumer

baseline (t) ∀t ∈ [ts, te] (2)

prosumer,[ts,te]
Flex−downward =

∫ te

ts
Pprosumer
baseline (t) t −

∫ te

ts
Pprosumer
forecasted (t) dt,

if Pprosumer
forecasted (t) < Pprosumer

baseline (t) ∀t ∈ [ts, te] (3)

here the upward energy flexibility is determined using the
rosumer energy profiles bigger than the baseline, while the
ownward energy flexibility using the prosumer profiles that are
nder the baseline.
To digitize the prosumers’ energy flexibility which can be

ventually traded, we have adapted the ERC721 (ERC721, 2021)
tandard, which allows the creation of non-fungible tokens in the
lockchain system (see Algorithm 1).
In the ERC721 metadata we have changed the original map-

ing of the _tokenURIs with the _tokenDetails mapping (see line
) which has instead of a metadata Uniform Resource Identifier
URI), a data structure FlexibilityMetadata:

truct FlexibilityMetadata{enum FlexibilityType
type; uint startDTime;
uint endDTime; uint timestep; string measureUnit;

address prosumer} (4)

The defined data structure holds flexibility offer specific infor-
ation about the traded flexibility token, such as the flexibility

ype (i.e. upward or downward in relation with the baseline),
elivery time interval and timestep inside the interval, the mea-
urement unit, and prosumer address which are relevant to the
lexibility market management processes. These details are ver-
fied by the flexibility delivery smart contract. It validates the
old flexibility token matches the request of the buyer and that
he actual flexibility delivered by a seller is consistent with the
haracteristics of flexibility tokens.
The amount of flexibility tokens in a smart contract associated

ith a contract owner is tracked using the ERC721 standard (see
ines 2–3) metadata allowing to distinguish tokens. A mapping
s defined keeping the association between the contract address
nd amount of flexibility token. This allows us to distinguish the
lexibility assets traded regarding the delivery time and amount
f flexibility and allows flexibility delivery tracking process based
n the energy meters data. Also, after registration on the market
s a sell flexibility offer, the total amount of energy can be dis-
ributed to fit one or more flexibility bids. The defined flexibility
oken is also mintable thus the defined adaptations are improving
his feature. In our case, a new flexibility token can be created
onsidering the seller flexibility delivery estimation (see lines 10–
5) while in ERC721 only one token may be generated during
inting.
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3.2. Market operation and smart contracts

The participant interaction with the decentralized flexibility
market is managed using self-enforcing smart contracts conform-
ing to interface contracts specific for flexibility buyers and sellers
(see Table 2).

To be able to submit a flexibility offer on the proposed
blockchain-based flexibility marketplace the flexibility seller
smart contract will leverage on its estimated energy flexibility
over an interval of delivery [ts..te], as shown in Table 3. The
flexibility seller contract state variables (see Table 3) reflect the
amount with which they are willing to alter their energy profile
either by increasing or decreasing it in relation to the baseline. To
submit the offer, the flexibility seller will associate a price to its
energy flexibility for each time instance of the delivery interval.

The flexibility seller can register his flexibility offer by signing
a transaction that contains the flexibility profile, prices, and a
deposit that acts as assurance during the real-time operation,
in case that the flexibility seller misbehaves. The pseudocode
of the proposed functionality is depicted in Algorithm 2. Once
the transaction reaches the chain, the execution of the contract
will be triggered. Firstly, the authenticity and authorization of
the signing prosumer are verified (line 9), through the custom-
defined modifier onlyOwner. Then the references to the market
nd token registry contracts are obtained (lines 11, 12) to create
he corresponding offer for each flexibility amount and price
ssociation (lines 16, 17) and publish (line 18) it into the market
ession. The total flexibility is computed (line 19) to verify that
he seller has indeed deposited the required amount necessary
s assurance for the real-time operation (lines 22–24).
The flexibility buyer bids are either for increasing or reducing

he energy profiles. In the first case, the matched flexibility sellers
ill have to increase their energy profiles by shifting flexible
nergy in the interval of the delivery, while in the second case
hey will have to decrease the energy profiles by shifting energy
lexibility away from the flexibility request time interval. The
tate variables modeled for the flexibility buyer contract can be
een in Table 4.
Through their associated smart contract, each flexibility buyer

r seller can register its estimated energy flexibility and corre-
ponding bids and offers in the flexibility energy marketplace (see
able 5).
At the end of the market session, an energy flexibility transac-

ion is generated considering the matching of submitted bids and
ffers and the clearing price calculated. Table 5 shows the smart
ontracts state variables used for tracking the flexibility delivery.
sing the prosumer’s metered energy values, the amount of flex-
bility delivered is assessed against promised values registered by
he blockchain transactions. In case of the delivered amount does
ot meet the traded value, the prosumer will be penalized based
n the deviation registered.
The market operation functionality is implemented using two

ypes of smart contracts: Market Session Contract and Delivery
ettlement Contract.
The Market Session Contract creates the market session for a

redefined interval and stores the submitted flexibility bids and
ffers (see Table 6).
The Market Session Contract enforces rules for the bids and

ffers submission, the owner being able to update, suspend or
e-activate them. Thus, whenever a market participant submits
new bid or offer (see Algorithm 3), the contract will validate

hat the targeted session is open (line 28), verify the identity of
he publisher (line 29) and the correctness of the traded token
mount (line 30) and will store the order in the order book (line
1).
When the market session closes the smart contract generates

n end of the market session event triggering the matching of bids
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Table 2
Self-enforcing smart contracts methods for managing flexibility buyer and seller interaction.
Smart contract interface Description

IFlexibilitySeller publishSellFlexOffer The flexibility seller can make an offer by registering the profile of flexibility and the corresponding price for
the delivery interval. For each hour of the interval, the smart contract will register a sell flexibility offer in
the flexibility market.
State update: Flexibility Offers

registerDeposit Upon registering a sell offer, it will also make a tokens deposit representing an assurance for the case it fails
to deliver the promised flexibility.
State update: Contract Balance

setMatchedFlexibility Once the market session closes and the flexibility bids and offers are matched and the matched values are
updated in the flexibility seller contract to be tracked and validated during real-time.
State update: Flexibility Trades

trackFlexDelivery During near-real-time hourly aggregated monitored values are registered by the smart metering device as
payload to the delivery transactions. The smart contract will verify the delivered flexibility against the sell
offer that was previously committed. The financial settlement will be automatically computed, and the
flexibility seller will be rewarded if the delivery is correct.
State update: Actual Delivered Flexibility, Contract Balance

IFlexibilityBuyer publishBuyFlexBid The flexibility buyer can place a flexibility bid by registering the profile of flexibility and the corresponding
prices requested for the delivery interval. For each hour of the interval, the smart contract will register a bid
order in the flexibility market.
State update: Flexibility Bids
Table 3
Flexibility seller smart contract state variables.
State variable Description

Prosumer baseline Calculated energy baseline profile of the flexibility seller over the delivery interval

Sell flexibility offer
Energy Flexibility Amount Total energy flexibility which may be delivered during an interval

Profile Energy flexibility profile representing the estimated increase or decrease over the regular
energy baseline.

Flexibility type Defined in relation to the prosumer baseline: upward if there is an increase in comparison to
the baseline energy profile or downward if there is a decrease in relation to the baseline
energy profile.

Sell price The price for the estimated flexibility (e.g. Euro/kWh for a timestep of 1 h)
Table 4
Flexibility buyer smart contract state variables.
State variable Description

Buy flexibility bid Energy flexibility Amount Total energy flexibility request for the delivery interval

Profile Requested energy flexibility profile over the delivery interval

Price The price to be paid for estimated flexibility
and offers process using a second-tier service. The flexibility bids
and offers are fetched and the algorithms described in Section 3.3
are executed. Energy flexibility transactions are created and repli-
cated in the network. They will be inserted in a new block and
5275
will be confirmed and validated before the block is added to the
blockchain. The flexibility sellers and buyers’ contracts will be
injected with the obtained matched traded values, which will
act as promised values and evaluated in real-time against the
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monitored values. Furthermore, the contracts will also act as an
escrow for the flexibility trades, locking the funds according to
the clearing prices until the end of the delivery phase. During
the delivery, the funds locked will be managed by the contract,
such that if the delivery is correct, the funds will remain in the
contract and will be withdrawn by the prosumer by the end of
the delivery phase. Otherwise, the funds will be used to pay for
the imbalances created by forwarding the necessary funds to the
delivery settlement contract.

The Delivery Settlement smart contracts evaluate and track
he delivery of flexibility according to the flexibility transactions
see Table 7 for contract state variables).

The market’s energy and financial settlement is achieved by
sing the consensus validation implemented in the blockchain
hat keeps track of all transactional changes and validates the
tate updates. Each transaction is validated by the prosumers
mart contracts for the integrity of the flexibility tokens, energy
alues, etc. The results of each prosumer are used to establish
he validity of the transactions and the block before adding it
o the main chain. When energy flexibility values are monitored
nd registered in the participant contract, the Delivery Settlement
ontract will be invoked and the monitored quantity will be eval-
ated considering the registered energy transactions (Algorithm
5276
4, line 10). In case of violation of the initial transactions promised
values, the prosumer will be penalized according to the deviation
amount and penalization prices (Algorithm 4, line 12). As a result,
the decision on the actual energy flexibility delivered by each
peer, tokens distribution, or penalties will be agreed upon by all
peers.
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able 5
lexibility Seller/Buyer smart contract state variables for flexibility trading.
State variable Description

Flexibility trades Energy flexibility amount Energy flexibility transactions specifying the amounts of flexibility to be delivered and the price.
Clearing price

Actual flexibility profile Monitored energy values
Table 6
Market session smart contract state variables.
State variable Notation Description

Market session configuration The information about the rules for bids and offers submission and time interval.
Flexibility bids (bids[B]) An array that holds the active bids for buying flexibility registered in the current market session.
Flexibility offers (offers[S]) The array which holds the active sell offers registered in the current market session.
Table 7
Delivery settlement contract state variables.
State variable Description

Flexibility transactions Specifies the amount of flexibility to be delivered by a seller to a buyer and the price.
Penalization The penalization applied by the contract in case of unsuccessful delivery of flexibility amount.
3.3. Oracles based flexibility matching

In the designed decentralized flexibility market during an
pen market session bids and offers from S flexibility sellers and
flexibility buyers are registered. At the end of the session they
eed to be matched and then flexibility transactions are created.
lockchain smart contracts have limited resources for on-chain
ogic computation. At the same time, the matching on flexibility
ids and offers and clearing price calculation is a heavy com-
utational problem that needs to be addressed using heuristics
ot feasible to be run on the chain. Thus, we have implemented
n off-chain solution that also assures secure integration with
he public blockchain implementation of the energy flexibility
arket (see Fig. 3). The solution is based on the concept of Oracles

or supporting the call of the complex logic or other Applica-
ion Programming Interfaces (APIs) from outside the blockchain
i.e. Flexibility Bids-Offers Matching Service) and to provide in
esponse the results necessary in the execution of the smart
ontract. In the proposed Oracle-based solution the end market
ession event is intercepted and forwarded as a request to an
xternal service implementing the flexibility matching process.
The Oracle and the service should be maintained by an entity

hat is independent of any of the energy domain stakeholders
hich have an interest in the flexibility market: flexibility buy-
rs, sellers, DSO, aggregators, etc. A fee should be paid by the
lexibility market session participants for each call made. No
arket participant should have any influence on the operation
nd outcome of the flexibility bids and offers matching provided.
his third-party entity will have a similar role to the role of
he market operator in the case of an energy market. In this
ay, there will be a higher degree of trust that the Oracle and
he associated service are operated fairly and impartially, and
he flexibility will be used most efficiently. On the other hand,
uarantying independence and auditing the fairness of the Oracle
s an open research problem. A couple of solutions are being
roposed such as reputation systems in which the performance
f the Oracle is recorded and evaluated or the use of multiple
racles into a decentralized network (Egberts, 2017; Ellis et al.,
017).
The Flexibility Bids-Offers Matching Service has an associated

air of public–private keys, where the public key is stored on-
hain. The Oracle module continuously listens for end of the
arket session events to intercept them and trigger the Flexibility
ids-Offers Matching Service execution by sending the bids and
ffers submitted into the current market session (steps 2, 3). Once
5277
the list of matched energy flexibility transactions is obtained the
service will sign them using the private key and return them to
the Oracle (step 5). The signature is necessary since the Oracle
or any other entity that intercepts the request can be a malicious
entity aiming to tamper the matching results. Through this signa-
ture, the Flexibility Bids-Offers Matching Service must prove itself
as the entity authorized to make this computation. The results
together with the signature are injected on-chain using a call-
back function and the Market Session contract will validate that
the data has not been tampered with (steps 6, 7).

The Flexibility Bids-Offers Matching Service will find the sub-
set of flexibility offers that, grouped, can match a subset of the
registered flexibility bids for each time instance of the delivery
interval, where the price of the last matched offer is less than
the price of the last matched bid. It works as a pipeline of two
algorithms, as shown in the example from Fig. 4 for a market
session of one hour.

The first algorithm (i.e. flexibility matching) selects the subset
of the bids and offers that can be matched only considering the
total amount of flexibility and the associated price. Based on the
matching the clearing price and the settled flexibility amount
for the market session to be traded (see Fig. 4). Not looking at
the specificity of the flexibility profiles of the bids and offers
may result in a high number of very small transactions. Thus,
the second algorithm (i.e. transactions minimization) aims to
minimize the number of energy flexibility transactions between
matched participants considering the actual flexibility profiles of
bids and offers during the delivery interval. The minimization
is done under the constraint the total amount of flexibility and
price remain unchanged thus the profits of trading flexibility is
preserved while the total cost with the number of transactions is
reduced. The main reason for minimizing the number of transac-
tions is the high costs and relatively low throughput associated
with transactions processing on the public blockchain. Moreover,
whenever the matching algorithm is executed, the number of
trades generated between the flexibility sellers and buyers will
also influence the cost of executing the smart contract functions.
When registering flexibility transactions on-chain, which are trig-
gering functions from the smart contracts, the buyers and the
sellers must commit coins for rewarding the miner for verifying
the transactions and registration them securely to the chain. In
the case of peer-to-peer energy trading, the number of potential
transactions can be high if only the total amount of flexibility and
price is considered per session.

The flexibility matching algorithm (see Algorithm 5) has as

inputs the set of flexibility bids and flexibility offers and will
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Fig. 3. Blockchain integration of Flexibility Bids-Offers Matching Service using an Oracle.
Fig. 4. Flexibility matching and transactions minimization example for 1 h.
etermine a subset ofM bids and N offers that fulfill the following
ules:

• Rule 1: The total amount of flexibility sold should equal to
he total amount of flexibility bought no fractions of bids and
ffers being accepted:
N

k=1

offers[k] =

M∑
k=1

bids[k] (5)

• Rule 2: The flexibility offers and bids price constraints are
met. In other words, it ensures that the price of the flexibility bid
is greater than the highest price of the matched flexibility offers:

Bidprice > Max(offersmatchedprice ) (6)

The problem of finding the two subsets of flexibility bids and
offers that meet the defined rules is an NP-hard problem. Thus,
we propose a solution that uses a greedy heuristic derived from
the best-fit approximation algorithm used for multidimensional
bin-packing problems (Karp, 1972). The proposed algorithm is
based on the Next Fit Decreasing Height algorithm (Xia and Tan,
2010) and is used to determine an approximate solution for
multidimensional packing problems.

The matching algorithm starts by computing each flexibility
bid and offer total price according to the flexibility profiles (lines
4–5 and 7–8). The information is then used for sorting descending
all the flexibility bids submitted in the market session giving
priority to the flexibility bids of the flexibility buyers that have
associated the largest sum of money (see line 6). The flexibility
offers are sorted ascending giving priority to the flexibility offers
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with the smallest price associated (see line 9). The algorithm
iterates through the flexibility bids (see lines 13–16), and for each
bid, it determines the subset of matching flexibility offers (line
13), grouped as offersmatched, that is not greater than the bid to be
matched. The greater than operator is constructed according to
the following formula and is true only if all the elements of the
first array are greater than the elements of the second array given
as an argument. The algorithm increments an index that iterates
the set of flexibility offers and insert in a map structure the bid
the matched offers and the calculated clearing price (lines 18–19).

Next, the transactions minimization algorithm (see Algorithm
6) determines the minimum number of P2P flexibility transac-
tions that can be generated among the determined flexibility bids
and offers matchings considering their energy flexibility profiles
over the delivery interval T = [ts..te]. The problem to be solved
aims to determine the minimum number of mappings between
the flexibility profiles of the matched sets of M bids and N offers.
We construct a matrix P ∈ RM∗N∗T (M - number of bids, T -
length of the delivery interval, N - number of matched offers),
where each element P(i, j, t) defines the percentage of the bidi
energy flexibility profile that is matched at timestep t ∈ T by the
flexibility offer offerj energy profile:

N∑
j=1

P(i, j, t) = 1, ∀i ∈ {1..M} and t ∈ T (7)

Thus, the matrix decomposes the energy profile of the flexi-
bility bid with index i at every timestep t of the delivery interval
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T to each of the matched offers at that timestep:

bidi(t) =

N∑
j=1

P (i, j, t) ∗ offersmatched[i] (t) , ∀i ∈ {1..M} , t ∈ T (8)

The goal is to minimize the number of elements of the matrix
that are not zero, thus the objective can be defined as:

MIN(
te∑

t=ts

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

f (P(i, j, t))) (9)

where the function f is defined as a step function:

f : [0, 1] → {0, 1} , f (x) =

{
0, if x = 0
1, if x > 0

(10)

The above-defined optimization problem is classified as Non-
linear Programming because the unknown variable in the opti-
mization function is the matrix P containing real values in the
interval [0, 1], and the objective function is not linear (i.e. the
step function f ). The optimization problem can be decomposed
in T NP-complete problems, one for each timestep within interval
T, similar to the partition problem in computer science which is
aiming to partition a set of positive integers S into two subsets S1
and S2 such that the sum of the numbers in S1 equals the sum of
the numbers in S2.

MIN(
te∑

t=ts

N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

f (P (i, j, t))) =

te∑
t=ts

MIN(
N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

f (P(i, j, t)))

(11)

We aim to compute the minimum number of transactions
for each time interval t ∈ T , corresponding to MIN(

∑N
i=1

∑M
j=1

f (P(i, j, t))) using a Graph-based approach. A bipartite graph G =

{V1, V2, E} is constructed, where the vertices are formed by the M
bids and N offers to have their energy flexibility profiles matched
to each timestep of the delivery interval.

V = {bid[j](t)|j ∈ {1..M} , t ∈ T } (12)
1
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V2 = {offermatched[i](t)|i ∈ {1..N} , t ∈ T } (13)

An edge eit ∈ E represents a flexibility transaction from
offermatched[i](t) to bid[j](t). We define the function f : {V1 ∪ V2} →

R as an energy flow function between the vertices, with the
following constraint:

fij = f
(
eij

)
≤ offermatched[i](t) (14)

We use concepts from the Minimum-cost flow problem to
compute an approximate solution to the problem. We add a
source connected to all the nodes from V1 and a sink to all the
nodes from V2. We connect all the nodes from V1 to all the nodes
from V2, by creating a complete bipartite graph (see Fig. 5).

We augment the graph by defining the energy flexibility ca-
pacity of the edges. All edges connecting the source and the
vertices from V1 have the capacities Cofferi

source, while all the edges
connecting the nodes from V2 with the sink have capacities C sink

bidj
.

They are defined as:

Cofferi
source = offermatched[i](t), C sink

bid = bid[j](t) (15)

All the edges connecting nodes from V1 to V2 have an energy
flexibility capacity of:

MIN(offermatched [i] (t) , bid[j] (t)) (16)

and a positive cost aij, considered as weights:

aij = |bid[j] (t) − offermatched [i] (t) | (17)

The cost of sending an energy flexibility flow along the edge
eij is computed as:

costij = fij ∗ aij (18)

In this case the bids and offers flexibility profiles mapping
problem is represented in the graph as an amount of energy to
be sent from source to sink to minimize the cost of the energy
flow over the edges:

N∑
offermatched [i] (t) = bid[j] (t) , ∀t ∈ T (19)
i=1
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Fig. 5. Augmented graph for modeling the energy flow among flexibility bid and matched offers.
IN(
N∑
i=1

M∑
j=1

costij) (20)

The optimization problem needs to be solved under the fol-
lowing constraints:

• Capacity constraints: fij ≤ cij
• Flow conservation:

∑
w∈V1∪V2

fuw = 0, ∀u ∈ V1 ∪ V2

• Required flow:
∑

w∈V1∪V2
fsource−w = s =

∑
w∈V1∪V2

fw−sink

The graph-based solution starts by applying the Bellman–Ford
algorithm that has a complexity of O(|N + M|∗|E|) to increase the
edge weights to positive values, so that the Dijkstra algorithm can
be applied (see Algorithm 6). According to the graph construction,
the number of edges is E = N + N ∗ M + 1 and the number of
vertices is V = N +M + 2. Dijkstra is applied in the main loop of
the algorithm due to its lower complexity of O(|E|+ |V | log (|V |))
when using a Fibonacci heap. It computes, the shortest path from
the source to the sink (see lines 6–7), with the weights repre-
sented by the augmented costs ait , while the flow is computed as
the minimum of the capacities (see lines 8–9). The graph-based
algorithm ends when no paths are found from the source to the
sink having an overall complexity of O(N ∗ M2

∗ log N).
The mappings between the flexibility profiles of the bid and

the matched offers are computed by the number of energy flows
between the sources and the sinks the solution being contained
in the energy flow values of the edges connecting nodes of the
bipartite graph. To generate the list of flexibility transactions the
graph data structure is iterated and in case flow fuw > 0 a trade is
generated to mark a transaction between the offer with identifier
u and the bid with the identifier w. Then, a list of such trades is
generated and published to the blockchain by Oracle as a single
transaction.

4. Experiments and results

The pilot site used for demonstration and validation of the
decentralized flexibility market is in Terni, a city in the center
of Italy, and it was set up with the help of ASM Terni S.p.A.
multi-utility company, that owns and operates the local power
distribution network, covering a surface of 211 km2 and deliv-
ering about 400 GWh to 65500 customers annually. First, we
have validated our solution on a small-scale urban micro-grid
with few prosumers considering live energy monitoring data and
the self-consumption of renewable energy generated. Second, we
have evaluated the flexibility market on a simulated environment
5280
considering many market participants and historical monitored
energy data targeting the local balancing of the demand side.
Finally, the proposed flexibility market scalability is assessed.

4.1. Small scale pilot validation

Concerning decentralized flexibility trading demonstration,
we have considered an urban Low Voltage (LV) microgrid
equipped with IoT devices enabling the implementation of
flexibility-driven demand response programs (see Fig. 6).

The main prosumers connected to the energy network are:

• Two PV arrays (180 kWp and 60 kWp), able to produce
yearly 200 MWh and 75 MWh respectively.

• A Storage system equipped with 72 kWh 2nd life Li-ion
battery energy storage.

• A building (6800 m2) with offices usually having an en-
ergy demand between 50 kWh and 90 kWh depending on
seasonal factors. The building is equipped with a Build-
ing Management Energy System enacting the actuation of
flexibility shifting actions in relation to the control of the
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC).

• Three smart charging stations (see Fig. 7): two 22 kW charg-
ing stations (SpotLink EVO) and one 50 kW charging station
(Efacec QC45). The pilot also includes six electric vehicles:
two Renault ZOE 22 kWh, two Renault ZOE 41 kWh, and two
Nissan Leaf 24 kWh.

To get real-time measurements and support flexibility trading
the prosumers are equipped with advanced smart meters which
exploit the unbundled smart meter concept for systematization:
a three-phase smart meter leveraging DLMS protocol and a PQ
Analyzer which exploits HTTP protocol for data transfer. The
smart energy metering functionalities are addressing metrolog-
ical and hard-driven real-time functions. It has been deployed
on a low-power open-source single-board computer, BeagleBone
Black, and it is connected to smart meters for enabling real-
time data gathering. Two models are used, namely, a three-phase
smart meter leveraging DLMS protocol and a PQ Analyzer which
exploits HTTP protocol for data transfer.

To manage the access to the different modules and IoT smart
energy metering devices a common infrastructure and data model
was developed (see Fig. 8). The communication with the smart
meters and the electric vehicle supply equipment is built using
the MQTT standard (Schmitt et al., 2018). The devices transmit
new data every five seconds. Two different types of readings can
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Fig. 6. The pilot site infrastructure used for decentralized flexibility market validation.
Fig. 7. SpotLink EVO charging stations and electrical vehicles used in tests.
e sent depending on the smart meter type: power values as
nstantaneous values or energy values as an incremental counter
hich increases after each reading. In this case, the instantaneous
alue was computed as the difference between two consecutive
eadings.

The charging stations provide instantaneous power readings
ollowing the same convention and format used by the smart
eters. The monitored energy data is forward to device-specific
QTT message queues to be aggregated and digitally finger-
rinted using our proposed solution for high scalability described
n Pop et al. (2019) and then are registered on-chain in the
orresponding prosumer smart contract for flexibility delivery
racking.

The control of the prosumers energy demand levels for deliv-
ring the expected amount of flexibility is done either manually
n case of the EVs which need to be plugged in or automated
n case of controllable assets (e.g. building management system
r the energy storage). The potential flexibility control actions
nd associated control variables are determined based on the
rosumer’s available assets and a flexibility audit. The optimal
5281
combination of control variables for altering the prosumer energy
demand and shifting energy flexibility in time is determined
using algorithms like the ones proposed by us in Cioara et al.
(2018) and Antal et al. (2020). An automated system can be
used to link the planned flexibility actions with the prosumer’s
smart contract which can act as an actuator for the controllable
devices. By incorporating smart controllable devices, these can be
programmed to listen for blockchain events that signal the activa-
tion of a particular flexibility action whenever the corresponding
market order is matched, thus the equivalent energy flexibility is
required to be delivered.

The prosumers’ energy consumption profiles have been moni-
tored for a longer period and the data have been used to calculate
the baseline demand and predicted energy flexibility upward or
downward concerning the baseline (see Fig. 9). For flexibility
prediction, we have used the energy prediction model described
by us in Vesa et al. (2020) where an ensemble of neural network
models to minimize uncertainty related to the flexibility mar-
ket participation. The information on available flexibility is then
injected into the smart contract associated with the individual
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rosumer. The difference between the calculated baseline de-
and and forecasted flexibility determines the amount of energy

lexibility published by the prosumer as an offer into the open
ession of the decentralized flexibility market.
The prosumers with renewable energy profiles will act as a

lexibility buyer on the flexibility market. In this case, the differ-
nce between the forecasted renewable energy generation and
he baseline energy generation profiles is used to determine the
mount of flexibility to be bought from the market by publishing
ids (see Fig. 10).
The prices associated by the prosumers to bids and offers are

etermined using the settlement price of the previous market
ession as a reference.
Once the market session closes, and the matching algorithm is

un, the flexibility transactions are generated (see Fig. 11).
The flexibility actions associated with the matched flexibility

ffer will become active and different assets/devices owned by
he prosumer will be scheduled, to ensure the correct delivery
f promised flexibility. The flexibility delivery smart contract will
rack the delivery of flexibility according to the monitored energy
ata of each prosumer involved in the established energy flexibil-
ty transaction (see Table 8 for a blockchain flexibility transaction
xample).
As it can be seen in Fig. 12 during the flexibility delivery the

rosumers can increase their energy demand based on the traded
lexibility agreement being able to consume as all the renewable
enerated avoiding a potential local unbalance to be exported in
he main grid.

.2. Simulation results for many market participants

To evaluate the decentralized flexibility market operation con-
idering many participants we have leveraged on a dataset of
istorical energy monitored data created by ASM Terni on various
f its prosumer sites. The dataset corresponds to the energy
onsumption and production measured every 15 min from 2015
o 2018 of more than 1000 prosumers connected to the distri-
ution grid. The data have been collected utilizing smart meters
nd monitoring software infrastructure like the one described
n the previous section. The energy data is temporarily stored
n an electric energy meter concentrator (one concentrator for
5282
about 400 m), extracted, aggregated, and transmitted via a GPRS
network.

From this data set, we have selected 300 consumers based
on their energy demand values (less than 30 kWh) and geo-
graphic location (located in the same microgrid). Fig. 13 shows
the distribution of the considered prosumers in clusters based on
their baseline energy demand. In this case, Principal Component
Analysis was used for dimensionality reduction. Fig. 14 shows
their energy flexibility distribution in flexibility bands upward
and downward in comparison to the baseline.

Considering the baseline and flexibility information of each
prosumer self-enforcing smart contracts have been used to sub-
mit bid and offers into the flexibility market session. We have
randomly split the set of prosumers into 2 subsets one corre-
sponding to flexibility sellers and one to flexibility buyers. For the
flexibility buyers, we have considered that their upward energy
flexibility is the actual demand and we have used the difference
with the baseline (i.e. increase of energy demand) to submit
buy flexibility offers to compensate for the increase. The flexibil-
ity sellers are leveraging on their energy baseline and potential
decrease on energy demand to submit sell flexibility offers to
balance the energy demand in the micro-grid. Algorithm 5 was
used for matching the flexibility bids to offers submitted in the
market session by looking only at the total amount of flexibility
and the results being presented in Fig. 15.

In this case, 80 flexibility sellers have been mapped to 80
flexibility buyers considering a flexibility delivery interval of 24 h.
The number of transactions generated is determined using the
relation below:

Ntransaction =

bidmatched∑
i=1

mapmatched.get (bid (i)) .length (21)

Algorithm 6 is then used to minimize the number of energy
lexibility transactions by also looking at the profiles of the flex-
bility bids and offers, reducing the number of transactions. This
s important considering the cost associated with transactions on
he blockchain. Each smart contract operation has a cost in terms
f consumed gas multiplied by the gas price. Having transactions
n-chain enabling the execution of smart contracts functions
nough coins are needed to reward the miner.
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Fig. 9. Prosumers demand baseline (with gray), upward energy flexibility (with blue), and downward energy flexibility (with red); EV charging station values are
arket with the dotted rectangle. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10. Prosumers (PV panels) generation baseline (with gray) and upward energy flexibility (with blue).. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
egend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 11. Flexibility bids and offers matching and transactions generation on an hourly basis. The columns on the left represent the total offers while the column on
the right the total bids. Different colors intensities are used to represent offers and bids of different flexibility buyers or sellers. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
By using the decentralized flexibility market, we managed to
ssure a balance of the energy demand in the microgrid the entire
lexibility delivery interval even in the case of high increase of the
nergy consumption of many prosumers only relying upon P2P
rading of flexibility with other prosumers (see Fig. 16). In this
ase, the absolute energy exchange between the microgrid and
5283
the utility grid is minimum during the entire flexibility delivery
interval.

Finally, we have conducted experiments to determine the scal-
ability of the proposed blockchain-based energy flexibility market
with the number of flexibility bids and offers submitted into a
market session. The first evaluation was of the time needed to
execute both the flexibility matching algorithm and transactions
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T
B

able 8
lockchain flexibility transaction.
Tx Hash 0 × 5e1df553ac35ed791d152842af6d6d19d7a02c0a87e00a92d53a0d310c933e41

Bid details ID 0 × 5b253c13ffa98bce40db53de347d685c06fd443d64150e0b160e7a7f631c1d36
Producer 0xf8291CEaE8347194aDAcb19752Ba6233E3e9aF10
Price 600 Gwei
Metadata Energy Type - Renewable

Offer details ID 0 × 16903e6a4090c67bfca6512260282a12e69840af293c2e5d0c3a436c073a1792
Consumer 0xc9f711F29512123360046fdE9f982CA085A093F9
Price 640 Gwei
Metadata Energy type - Renewable

Price 586
Fig. 12. Tracking the delivery of energy flexibility based on the transactions generated. The energy consumption is marked with red while the energy production is
marked with blue. The lighter colors show the traded flexibility. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
Fig. 13. Prosumers clustering based on their baseline energy demand.
minimization one (Algorithms 5 & 6) considering an incremental
number of flexibility bids and offers. Fig. 17 shows that the prosed
algorithms execution time scale linearly with the number of
submitted flexibility bids and offers. It returns the list of matched
bids and offers in a reasonable time even for a high number of
flexibility trades (90 ms for 300 flexibility members).

The second evaluation is aiming to assess the improvement
brought by the graph-based solution for flexibility transactions
minimization (Algorithm 6) compared to the greedy heuristic for
flexibility matching (Algorithm 5). Because the complexity of the
5284
flexibility matching algorithms depends on both the number of
offers N and bids M, we consider two experiments (see Fig. 18):
(a) one of N or M increases much faster than the other; (b) N and
M are approximately the same. For each experiment, test cases
were run multiple times and the number of energy transactions
obtained was averaged.

The number of energy flexibility transactions generated by
the greedy heuristic (Algorithm 3) is larger than the number of
transactions generated by our graph-based solution. But in the
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Fig. 14. Prosumers flexibility distribution upward and downward the baseline.

Fig. 15. Flexibility bids and offers matching at the end of the market session: submitted flexibility offers (with blue), submitted flexibility bids (with red), matched
ones (marked with dotted line).. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 16. Energy demand (with blue) adaptation using flexibility delivery to match the generated renewable in the micro-grid. (For interpretation of the references
to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

5285
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Fig. 17. The response time of flexibility matching algorithms with an increasing number of bids (M) and offers (N).
Fig. 18. Number of energy flexibility transactions reduction. The left chart shows the results in case the number of offers is much higher than the offers (N≫M)
while the right chart for the case of an equal number of bids and offers (N∼ = M).
case of a much higher number of offers than bids, the improve-
ment brought by the graph-based algorithm is only around 15%,
while in the case of a similar number of flexibility bids and offers
the graph-based algorithm being able to reduce the number of
flexibility transactions with more than 30%. This is also due to
the similar value ranges between bids and offers in the dataset.

5. Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, we have described the implementation of a
decentralized energy flexibility local market using blockchain
technology which allows small-scale prosumers to trade their
flexibility in a peer-to-peer fashion. We have defined energy
flexibility tokens for representing the asset to be traded, and
smart contracts allowing prosumer to register flexibility bids and
offers as orders of the token in a market session. Session-level
smart contracts replicated in all network peer nodes are used
to manage the market session flexibility orders book, while for
decentralized flexibility matching a greedy heuristic and bipartite
graph approach has been defined for energy flexibility transac-
tions minimization among peers while still meeting the flexibility
amounts, energy profiles, and delivery interval requirements. Fi-
nally, smart contracts are integrated with smart energy meters
allowing the tracking of energy profiles against the energy flex-
ibility transactions and decentralized settlement of participant
wallets.

The evaluation of the decentralized energy flexibility in both
operational micro-grid and simulation environments shows
promising results. They validate some of the benefits of the
proposed decentralized energy flexibility market in the local
microgrid such as:
5286
• Up to 100% ratio of self-consumption of renewable energy
in the local micro-grid in which it was produced facilitating
the demand-side management via peer to peer trading of
flexibility among prosumers.

• Minimizing up to Net Zero Energy the exchange between the
microgrid and utility grid even in case of high variance of the
energy demand of prosumers thus maximizing the degree of
autarchy of the micro-grid.

• Better monitoring of energy flows, energy generation, and
demand at micro-grid level achieving local energy balance
by mobilizing higher amounts of energy flexibility.

• Reduction of electricity costs if enough liquidity and flexi-
bility are mobilized in the market.

The decentralized flexibility market provides opportunities for
citizens to potentially save energy and gain money by trading
their flexibility. Smart grid blockchain-driven decentralization
and flexibility digitalization (smart metering, flexibility tokens,
etc.) are enabling consumers and local energy communities with
options to produce and self-consume their electricity, to manage
their loads using peer to peer trading of flexibility, and to re-
duce the energy exchange with the utility grid up to islanding
operational mode. This enables new roles for the prosumers in
the energy system such as producing and trading electricity,
but also as sellers or buyers of energy flexibility. Prosumers
could shift their flexibility or reduce demand during peak periods
in response to price signals or other incentives and exploiting
flexibility in such a local market. The coupling of renewable
energy production with decentralized management of flexibility
and exploitation of synergies with other utility infrastructures
(e.g. water, waste) is possible only with local community engage-
ment in local flexibility markets and/or in participating in shared
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nvestments. The local peer-to-peer energy flexibility trading may
mprove community social cohesion, improve local air quality,
nd turn on smart districts/villages as examples of future green
nergy systems.
However, these opportunities are not commercially exploited,

nd the potential of energy flexibility is far to be been unlocked.
everal barriers to the full exploitation of the flexibility potential
rom small prosumers, which include:

• Technological barriers such as the lack of solutions to enable
flexibility assets retrofitting and to support the shift from
traditional DR to decentralized market-based models.

• Economic and regulatory barriers are given by the actual
business models which are unable to capture and convey
an appropriate value small scale prosumer flexibility so
the potential reward from exploiting their flexibility re-
maining unclear or unattractive. At the same time, series
of changes on the current energy policy, laws, and energy
trading systems are still required before it becomes a reality.

• Organizational barriers concerning insufficient prosumers or
community engagement. To involve at the largest possible
extent the communities of local energy consumers as a
social environment where individual consumers may find
motivation beyond the economic aspects to be enrolled in
decentralized flexibility markets. Also, with the proliferation
of IoT devices, end users are mostly reluctant to give control
of their actions for exploiting available, yet latent, flexibility
exploitation in order not to compromise their privacy (and
in this aspect consumers are supported by GDPRs).

As future work, we plan to investigate the applicability of the
roposed decentralized flexibility market and peer-to-peer trad-
ng for supporting the implementation of local self-sustainable
nergy communities. In this sense, smart contracts enablers will
e developed for capturing intra-community interaction dynam-
cs, prosumers social features, and local energy network con-
traints (e.g. voltage limitations of the nodes, available commu-
ity shared assets, etc.). Several market mechanisms should be
efined for allowing community flexibility aggregation on top
f the market using cooperative models including other market
rivers besides the prosumers profit such as local sustainabil-
ty, decarbonization, or handling incentives for investing in new
reen energy assets at the community level. Finally, the de-
entralized flexibility market can be extended to support the
anagement of cross-commodity value stacking flexibility by in-

egrating other energy flavors or utilities besides electricity such
s heat, gas, water, and non-energy services such as mobility,
omfort, smart home, personal safety, etc.
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